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Visit our website to see what we've added! 
www.USAPatientNetwork.org

 Please email Margaret at mdb@center4research.org if you have any comments or suggestions.

|| NEWS ||
 

Will Congress Pass the 21st Century Cures Act?
Time is Running Out 

The Senate wants to pass companion legislation to the 21st Century Cures Act before they leave
town this Fall to campaign. Many of us are worried that the bill would lower the standards for
drug and device approval, thus putting patients' health at risk.  A blog for Health
Affairs, written by NCHR staff before Congress left for their summer break, is still relevant to their
return after Labor Day. The Senate legislation includes 19 bills, many of which NCHR opposes. 
We urged the Senate to wait until 2017 rather than rush to get something passed that could harm
so many patients. Patient Network members Linda Radach and Kim Meyers both added
comments to the article. Click here to read the full article.

Infographic Facts for you!

We have created two easy-to-read infographics:

1) To help you remember what you learned about pre- and post- market 
approval of drugs and devices.

2) The basics of the FDA approval process for drugs and devices.

Click here to check them out or to download them to share. 
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Upcoming Introductory Workshop
October 14-15, 2016

Washington, DC
We are accepting applications for our upcoming

introductory patient training workshop! 
Please share with anyone you know that might be a

good addition to our Patient Network!
For more information please visit our website: 

http://www.usapatientnetwork.org/#!workshops/v1790

In the News

Former FDA commissioners want the FDA to stand
on its own as an independent agency, rather than
as part of the Department of Health and Human
Services. [Read more]

FDA released new draft guidelines about conflicts
of interest. [Read more]

Studies from JAMA Internal Medicine found that
free meals to doctors may result in inappropriate
prescriptions for you. [Read more]

For more news, check out the News section of our website.

|| OUR MEMBERS IN ACTION ||
Patient Network Member Wendy Dolin was featured in an article in Law 360 about her lawsuit
against GlaxoSmithKline after the death of her husband due to drug-induced akathisia suicide. This
is the first lawsuit involving suicide caused by a generic antidepressant and the first to determine
whether a jury will find a branded drug maker liable for a generic drug injury.  Legal actions cannot
be taken against generic drug makers.[Read more]

NCHR staff Miara Jeffress and Amelia Murphy attended the annual Consumers united for
Evidence-Based Healthcare (CUE) meeting on July 29.  The topic was on the importance of the
consumer voice and how to make health care more patient-centered. CUE has some valuable
resources for patient advocates, including videos about serving on an advisory panel. FDA
Commissioner Robert Califf spoke at the meeting about how researchers often focus on outcomes
patients may not care about. You can see our live tweeting of the meeting on
our @Patient_Network Twitter page.
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If you have been involved recently in any advocacy activity, we would love to hear about it! 
Email Miara at mj@center4research.org so that we can include you in our next digest.

|| SPOTLIGHT ON A NETWORK MEMBER ||

John James - Houston, Texas
John became an advocate after losing his 19-year-old
son due to a medical error in the summer of 2002.
Unfortunately, John soon discovered that the medical
error that claimed the life of his son was all too common.
He knew he had to do something and decided to take
matters into his own hands. Since then, John has been
educating patients and fighting for their rights through
Patient Safety America. In honor of his son, he
published a book, A Sea of Broken Hearts.

What is your greatest accomplishment as an advocate?
After my son's death, I realized how often medical errors occur but are usually overlooked.
Something must be done to protect patients from our failing healthcare system.  In September
2013, I published an article entitled "A New, Evidence-based Estimate of Patient Harms
Associated with Hospital Care" in the Journal of Patient Safety, which redefined what constitutes a
medical error.  The article garnered a lot of attention and reset the monitor for medical errors. 
 
What challenges did you face
becoming an advocate?
Many physicians feel that we could
not design a worse healthcare
system. The healthcare system is
designed to fix people when they get sick instead of keeping them well. The most challenging part
of my 14-year advocacy journey has been identifying the names of those people who can
fundamentally change the healthcare system.

What is your advice to others that are just starting their advocacy?
Examine your heart. You must go where your heart goes.  You must be willing to take risks to
make change happen.

What are your goals for the USA Patient Network?
My goals are to build relationships and form partnerships with other patient advocates so we can
make a difference in our broken healthcare system. Together, we can discover ways to make a
fundamental change in our healthcare system.  

STAY CONNECTED:

   

For more information about research results regarding numerous new drugs and
devices, see www.center4research.org and www.stopcancerfund.org.
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